C5420 CLICK (USA, 2003)
(Other titles: Click, a Vietnam War flick; Steven Kahler’s Click a Vietnam War flick)

Credits: director/writer, Steven Kahler.
Cast: Brandon Ambrose, Don Martin, Helen Dinand.
Summary: War film set on the Vietnam-Cambodia border in 1969. Special Forces Sgt. Joe G. (Ambrose) is on a recon mission in the Cambodian jungle looking for the 9th Viet Cong Battalion radio intelligence and jamming support group (which he eventually finds and single-handedly destroys). Meanwhile, just across the border, slacker PFC C.J. Parker (Martin) of the 4th Infantry Division is participating in “Operation Rock Crusher” in support of operations in Cambodia. Parker is lured away from his unit by Eurasian prostitute Martha (Dinand). Unbeknownst to Martha, her little grass shack has been booby trapped by the Viet Cong. Inside the shack, Parker has the misfortune of stepping on a “Bouncing Betty” landmine left behind by the V.C. If he steps off, it will explode. Martha summons help and the Green Beret sergeant ultimately rescues PFC Parker.

No known reviews.
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